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Students rally to protest budget cuts

-Stacey M. Potts

by Stacey M. Potts
Jacksonville students showed support for
education and budget reform when they
marched on the Capitol in Tallahassee
Tuesday,Feb. 4. Approximately 100 UNF
and FCCJ students turned out at 7a.m.
and made the three hour ride in caravan.
The protesters gathered at the Tallahas

see Civic Center for a roll call/spirit yell,
andproceededto march through the streets
to the capitol building. Once there, the
student government presidents for each
state university addressed the crowd, fol
lowed by Senator Kerry Meek, Education
Commissioner Betty Castor, and Gover
nor Lawton Chiles.

The Florida Student Association sponsored
a theme of “We’re off our duffs,” in re
sponse to Chiles’ previous comment that
students should “Get off your duffs” and do
something about education. Approximately
3,000 students participated in the march,
mgny sporting the FSA designed T-shirts
reading “We ’re off our duffs, now it’s their

turn.” One of the student government presi
dents handed the governor a T-shirt when
he came to address the students, making for
a paradoxical site.
Chiles suggested that students not only
send letters to their representatives, but
also send a copy of thier voter registration
cards. Legislators are well aware, it seems,
that most students do not vote.
After the march and convergence on the
capitol, the students proceeded into the
building and addressed the individual rep
resentatives and senators who would see
them.
Senator Betty Holzendorf said the senate
wouldn’t go home without some solutions.
While this was encouraging to the thirtysome students crammed in her office, they
were somewhat disheartened when
Holzendorf was not overwhelemedby their
presence. “I had the same size group here
last week when medicare was cut.”
There may not be as many solutions open
continued on page 2

Robin Barnes, the new Miss FCCJ
by Stephani Jones
Saturday night in the Civic Auditorium
Little Theatre, Robin Renee Barnes was
crowned Miss FCCJ. The first runner up
is Erica Gerlach, Leslie Martin is the
second runner up, and Monyette Pauling
is the most talented non-finalist. Pauling
performed an exerpt from the speech ”1
have a Dream.” Miss Congeniality, an
award bestowed by the contestants, also
went to Barnes. Gerlach performed a

Budget cuts
by Stacey M. Potts
Charles Reid, Chancellor of the Board
of Regants, and UNF President Dr.
Adam Herbert addressed students and
faculty regarding the impending budget
cuts. The address, appropriately tinted
just days before the student protest in
Tallahassee, rallied the university for
the cause of education.
The most alarming thing, in the opinion
of many students, to come out of the
speech by the Chancellor was that the
Board of Regents (BOR) unanimously
supports a state income tax. While Reid
feels it is the BOR’s responsibility to
“maintain the quality” of education, he
thinks it can’t be done without an in
crease in revenue. “If you don’t give us
any more money, we’re not going to let
in any more students.”
Reid encouraged students and faculty
to show support for the increased taxes
he feels are necessary. “Phone them

continued on page 3

jazz dance to ’’Communicate” and Martin
sang ’’Feel the nails."
The pageant was a preliminary Miss
America Pageant, and Barnes will com
pete in Orlando in June to be Miss Florida.
She will also receive a one year tuition
and book scholarship to FCCJ, a $250 gift
certificate, and a clothing allowance to
ward the Miss Florida Pageant.
Four categories were included in the scor
ing. Interviews were 30 percent of the

contestants' score, swimsuit and evening
gown sections counted 15 percent, and
talent competition was 40 percent. Barnes
sang "Walkin' After Midnight" in a con
vincing smoky bar style. Robyn Polk
sang "Stormy Weather," Rhonda Seward
performed a monologue from "Colored
Girls who have Considered Suicide when
the Rainbow is Enuff' and Angela Rob
erts danced lyrical jazz to "Everything I
do, I do it for You."

-Stephani Jones

First runner up Erica Gerlach

Baseball season is in full swing
by LeeAnn Parrish
There are at least two types of people in
this world- those who love sports and
those who know nothing about them. I fall,
or rather stumble, into the latter category.
No matter how sincere I my be, I always
end up sitting on the visitors' side of the
field, inadvertently making a fool out of
myself and embarrassing the home team.
This year I resolved to educate myself in
the area of sports. I decided to embark on
my road of sports enlightenment with
America’s favorite pastime - Polo, no, I
mean BASEBALL.
My journey began on the orange clay field
at JU to the dugout where the players wait
their “up” or turn at bat to hit against the
opposing team. At the bench I met one of
JU’s assistant coaches, Rusty Green. He
was to become one of my three college
baseball gurus.
“Baseball,” he said with an air of delight,
“is all of the things that make America
great. It is a piece of America that is very

traditional. It’s folklore. It is filled with
offense and can be very high scoring. At
best, it is both entertaining and relaxing to
the average fan.”
As I sat in the stands on a brisk Sunday
afternoon watching the Dolphins practice,
I thumbed through their baseball guide.
The season has a lot in store for the team.
After a very successful 1991 season, JU is
starting anew. Only four players from last
year’s team will be returning this year.
Among them is senior Dennis Milite, relief/closing pitcher. Although he is not
what baseball considers a starting pitcher,
he is very vital in the game. I soon
discovered that senior shortstop Ricky
Gonzalez andjuniorsecondbaseman Galen
Williams are just two players who will
“flag down a lot of would be singles this
seasons,” according to the media guide.
JU expects a strong defense from senior
Duane Baxter, junior Tracy Wildes, sopho
more Andy Escala, and transfer Ed Neo.
“Basically,” Green said, “last year’s team

were over-achievers; ceded third in the
NCAA East Regional in Gainesville. Still,
this year’s team has more talent, but less
chemistry, which we are working on.”
It was only 3 p.m., but the Stars were
already out. FCCJ’s baseball team was
busy practicing for their next big game
against Lake City Community College. It
was not difficult to recognize my second
baseball guru, the flamboyantly outspo
ken Coach Howard Roey. He was eager to
share his view on the game.
“Baseball been very, very good to me,” he
said, quoting from a Saturday Night Live
skit. “Of course it’s about America, apple
pie, and Chevrolets, but it is something
more... it’s about alot of little boys playing
the game with dreams of making it to the
major leagues.” Those dreams, he said,
started when they were out playing little
league in over sized uniforms. Roey’s role
is to challenge them to be the best they can
on and off the field by stressing good game

continued on page 2
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UNF’s Herbert on the budget: Tallahassee at fault
continued from front page
[legislators]. Tell them how you feel.
Tell them ’if you vote to raise my taxes,
I’m going to support you.’ Tell them you
love them... People are not willing to pay
for increased government. They have all
the government they can stand. I need
your help.”
President Herbert followed Reid with a
discussion of how the “worst case sce
nario” cuts would effect UNF. If UNF
takes another $ 1.4 million or more in cuts
(i.e. the “reality budget”) some or all of
the following may be necessary:
*UNF will be forced to eliminate degree
programs and faculty and staff.
*UNF will cease weekend classes and
operations (including library hours, com
puterlab hours, student center operations)
*UNF will be unable to meet it’s enroll
ment goal without experiencing an

increase in average class size.
*Summer term may be eliminated.
*Science labs and mainframe computer
use would be severely cut back unless
there is an increase in student fees.
*UNF would not be able to buy new
software for instruction and research
and would be less able to afford the
services of the Regional Data Center.
*There would be an impact on programs
that are currently experiencing rapid
growth.
*UNF would be unable to maintain the
university grounds.
*The 3 percent raises could be rescinded.
Herbert said that the dollars being used
to build UNF’s new gymnasium could in
no way be usedin increasing the number
of summer classes offered. The funds
for the gym and for the planned College
of Health building are what is termed

PECO money, which can only be used for
building and construction of educaitional
establishments. UNF is in a position to
take the money offered by Tallahassee
and build a gym, or give it back.
Encouragingly, however, Herbert noted
that the upcoming physical therapy de
gree program will still be implemented,
due to the thorough community funding
received in support of said program.
Herbert said that there were possible cuts
in all levels of the administration, but that
the largest portion of the budget is spent
in Academic Affairs (66 percent). “That’s
where the highest mean salary is. We will
look at all the areas of the university.”
Herbert said, however, that there is a

Spring is the season for baseball
continued from front page
playing and of course, education. “Still,” Roey
went on, “I’ve got the best job in the U.S. I’m
probably the biggest kid out there.”
At play with some of the best “kids” in town, Roey
pointed out that the key players. “One of the best
athletes we ’ ve got right now is outfielder Raymond
MeWhite. He is very versatile and he has already
signed to play for the University of Miami next
year,” he said. Adding to his pride, Roey said that
returing shortstop Brian McLamb has signed to
play for FSU in 1993.
“Overall,” Roey said, “this year’s team has more
depth, more versatility, more speed. Last year we
defeated our expectations, but this year we are
going to pick up where we left off and go all the
way.”
“Keep your eye on number 14 Shannon Diddle,
third baseman. He is the catalyst to make us go,”
he said.
“Well,” Roey said, “you’ve got to play the best to

be the best. I’ll see you at the games.”
Dusty Rhodes, UNF’s head coach, told me that
the game was about a lot of failures. He ex
plained, “Baseball is close to life because of the
failure situation. You will miss the ball seven
times before you hit a home run. If you mess up,
forget about it and move on.” This breeds perse
verance, which is what striving for the American
Dream is all about, he said.
Striving is what the UNF baseball team will be
doing this year as play with a seasoned team of
mostly second year players.
“This year’s team knows the system. They know
what is going on,’’ Rhodes said.
At the end of my journey I too had a better
understanding what was going on in college base
ball in Jacksonville. I was left with the challenge
to put my knowledge to work by attending more
games. I can now sit in the right stands, root for
the right team, and beam with confidence in all
that I have learned.

Baseball schedule
FCCJ STARS
February 16
18
22
23
25
27
28
29

Chipola Junior College
Lake City Comm. College
Polk Comm. College
Polk Comm. College
Seminole Comm. College
Valencia Comm. College
St. Petersburg Jr. College
St. Petersburg Jr. College

taxes you want me to raise.”
When addressed by a UNF senator regarding the
fact that less money is raised in sales taxes than is
given in exemptions, Langton responded “I voted
five times againse that repeal. I want to vote for new
revenue. I ran two re-election campaigns on that.”
He further said “I will not vote for the governor’s
budget,” and encouraged students to “Hold them
[legislators] accountable at the voting booth.”
Those interested in registering to vote may do so in
the University of North Florida Student Govern
ment office.

1 p.m.
2:30 p.m.
1 p.m.
1 p.m.
2:30 p.m.
2:30 p.m.
3 p.m.
1 p.m.

UNF OSPREYS
3p.m.
3p.m.
1p.m.

February 25 Dave & Elkins
26 Bridgewater
29 FL Institute of Tech.

JU DOLPHINS
February 18
19
24
25
26

South Florida
South Florida
Campbell
Winthrop
Winthrop

Students turn out in force
continued from page 1
as students originally thought. “By the time it’s in
the House, you can’t monkey with it. It’s a done
deal. The only chance you you have is when it’s
on the floor of the Education Committee,” said
Wise when questioned by FCCJ Downtown
Campus SGA President Joey Drummond.
Representative Mike Langton was straight talk
ing with the group. He said there is no more room
in the education budget for efficiency cuts. He
sees the issue as black and white. Either you raise
money or you make budget cuts. “Tell me what

“danger of fighting amongst ourselves for
a couple of scraps on the table....Make no
mistake. You’re going to suffer...but don’t
blame the victim. It’s not a question of
what’s happening here. It’s question of
what’s happening in Tallahassee! ” No fur
ther comment was offered about whether
any administrative cuts actually have been
or will be made.
The president closed with words of en
couragement for the students who would
be attending the rally in Tallahassee. While
Herbert himself did not attend, he showed
support for the activist students by sending
Vice-President Tom Healy and arranging
for the SGA to use school vehicles for the
caravan, at no cost to the SGA.

2:30p.m.
1:30p.m.
2:30p.m.
7:30p.m.

Buffalo Bill's
Western Outfitters
&
Gallery

Hats
Jeans
Boots
T-shirts
Indian Jewelry
Dance Apparel
Snake Skins items
Western and Indian Art

Mon. - Closed
Tues. 10 a.m. -8 p.m.

Stop by and see
Bill & Barbara Matern at:

Wed. 10 a.m. -8 p.m.

Thurs. 10 a.m. -8 p.m.

902 S. Edgewood Ave

Fri. 10 a.m. -8 p.m.

Jacksonville, FL 32205

Sat. 10 a.m. -6 p.m.

or call (904)3846001

Sun 12 noon -4 p.m
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Jazz great Harry Connick Jr. stops by UNF
by Elena Campbell
Who says nothing exciting ever happens at UNF? Little
did most students know that a sleek white limo was
parked in front of J. J. Daniel Hall recently , and that its
passenger, Harry Connick Jr. was talking to a group of
music students in Founders Hall.
What made UNF deserving of this unexpected honor
from a superstar who seldom makes public appearances?
"We were surprised too," said Cheryl Bates-Lee, the
UNF media relations coordinator.
The public relations office jumped to life as the news
spread like wildfire. "No one knew for sure until we had
to go and pick him up," said Bruce Silva, a UNF jazz
professor and ardent admirer of Connick.
Connick was in concert in Jacksonville and it was
rumored that Russ Malone, a member of his band, would
come to talk to a group of students— but no one antici
pated that Connick himself would show up, Silva said.
"That’s the neat thing about him," said Silva. "He had no
real reason or need to come here, except that he wanted
to talk to the students. He didn’t want any publicity at all."
In fact, Laura Minor, the publicist for the UNF music
department's Great American Jazz Series, had quite a job
on her hands trying to discourage eager fans with cam
eras. "We had to agree not to have any press around," said
Minor. Connick didn’t want to make the students uncom
fortable. He wanted this to be purely an educational
experience for them."
The excitement was infectious. It's not every day that you
get a chance not only to see a famous musician, but to see
him in an informal clinic with nothing between you and
him but a few feet and an upright piano.
"The fact that Harry Connick Jr., one of the world's

busiest and best known entertainers, showed an interest
in both the faculty and the students at UNF and spent
almost two hours of his time with us says something
about the integrity of our music program," saidMinor. "It
also says something about Connick himself. He did this
out of the goodness of his heart. His visit was as an artist,
not a star."
" You could have heard a pin drop when Connick walked
into the room- all the students were overwhelmed until
he broke the ice," said Minor. ’"You’re all jazz students,
right?' he said. 'OK- ask me anything.'"
Connick spent the next hour and a half discussing his
education and his familiarity with different music styles,
giving the students advice and answering all their ques
tions.
"He told the kids that he enjoys the 'showman' part as
much as the music, and stressed the importance of
conveying to your audience that you love what you're
doing," said Silva.
The members of his band obviously share the same
philosophy, because they returned to the campus that
night after the concert to jam with UNF music students
until 3 a.m.
"The thing that impressed me was that he was so open and
down to earth," said Lauren Patterson, one of the students
who heard Connick speak. "He was joking around with
us, and he sounded so excited to be here!"
Connick told the students that he likes to be thought of
as Harry Connick, not as the new Frank Sinatra. He
described his jazz as "American music, happy music."
Connick's concert had to be moved from the Florida
Theatre to the Civic Auditorium, twice the size, to
accommodate his fans, and they were still turning people

away, which is practically unheard of in this town.
"I think he was a really positive influence for the
students," said Silva. "He was very outgoing and
thanked them for letting him come to UNF."

Harry Connick, Jr.

FCCJ’s Drummond for FJCSGA president
by Stephani Jones
FCCJ Downtown Campus SGA President Joey Drum
mond is running to be the statewide president of the
Florida Junior College Student Government Association
(FJCSGA). Over 400 delegates will vote at the FJCSGA
conference coming up March 3- 5, Drummond said.
Ron Mueller, the South Campus president, said that the
six people running for president make a large pool, but
that Drummond is very capable and has a sharp sense of
leadership and a good ability to recognize problems.

Part time office
help needed

Mueller also said Drummond's tact and diplomacy are
strong qualities that will be even more useful at the state
level than they are at the local level. Mueller refused to
comment, however, on whether Drummond is the best
candidate. "I don't know them all," he said. "I expect to
get mailings starting any time now."
Every year FJCSGA focuses on three items of consider
ation. Drummond said his priorities would be the need
for more financial aid at the community college level, a
focus on training for the jobs that are available, espe
cially at the associate in science level, and the
preservation of college preparatory classes.
Drummond said he came through (he prep
classes, and that they are needed for students
who fall through the cracks. He agrees that

for software company

$7-8 per hour
flexible hours
Computer experience helpful
Looking for bright, articulate,
self-starting candidates.

Send resume to:
Office Help
5631 Haven Road
Jacksonville, FL 32216

most of what they address should be covered at the high
school or junior high level, but until the students entering
college are at the college level, community colleges need
to beprepared to catch them up.
Mueller said that this year's choices have been made, and
are the lottery buyback, the sales tax repeal, and the
personal income tax.
Drummond’s pet issue of intercampus transportation will
not be a statewide issue, he said, because is can be handled
by individual schools as necessary.
Drummond called himself and Rick Asnani of Palm
Beach Community College the campaign front runners.
‘I'm not happy with the way the current state president
operates,” Drummond said. “She is more interested in
going to the tea party” than in getting things done.

Task force comes to life
Intercampus transportation to be studied
by Derrick Warren
Michael Elam, FCCJ’s associate Vice President Vice President, are also members of the group.
for Student Affairs, told the Independent Perspec Elam said that other faculty members are being
tive of the need for a task force made up of school asked to join the task force and he hopes for more
administrators and students to examine the need and student participation.
possibility of an intercampus shuttle system at FCCJ.
The task force plans to use a student activity
During a February 13 staff meeting Elam began group to survey students and determine if there is a
to assemble members of the task force. He said that real need for a shuttle system at FCCJ. They will be
he would like Don Robertson, Director of Adminis studying a proposal from the JTA that was received
tration and Plant Services, to head the group. Also to earlier in the 91-92 school year. The proposal
be involved are Stephen Wise, Vice President of outlined a two-bus system that would operate one
Campus Development, Rufus Jefferson,the dean of route between Downtown, Kent, and North Cam
student affairs; Jeff Oliver, Assistant Dean of Stu puses, South Campus, and UNF. The buses would
dent Affairs at North Campus. B. J. Hausman, director - run Monday through Friday between the hours of 7
of Student activities at Kent Campus, has also a.m. and 7 p.m.
expressed an interest.
New proposals from JTA and at least one other
FCCJ student Debbie West and Cliff Reed, the company are forthcoming. Those interested can
South Campus Student Government Association contact Michael Elam at 632-5004.
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My Own Private Idaho
by Taylor Elmore
Most of the critics I can think of, includ
ing myself, have been salivating like
Pavlov’s dogs in anticipation of Gus Van
Sant's “My Own Private Idaho” arrival in
Jacksonville. This city is usually over
looked by the distributors of the more
obscure films, though with Regency 8’s
policy of showing alternative films and
the Film Institute of Jacksonville’s new
season, that situation may be changing.
I can happily say that this film was
worth the wait. It is one of the best movie
experiences I have had in years. Van
Sant’s last movie, “Drugstore Cowboy,”
was also a formidable motion picture, but
where “Cowboy” was good, “Idaho” may
be a masterpiece.
Van Sant manages to make us sympa
thize with and understand his characters,
who typically are rather unsavory people;
drug addicts, male prostitutes, thieves,
and general dimwits. This reminds me of
the clever subjection of personality in
duced by Kubrick’s “A Clockwork
Orange,” where you found yourself hop
ing that Alex would be able to return to
his ultra-violent ways just so he could
stop getting sick all over everyone. But
where Kubrick’s film is horrifying, Van
Sant’s vision is, by turns, riotously funny
and jaggedly painful.
The story, drawn to some extent from
Shakespeare’s Henry IV, centers on two
young male hustlers: Michael (River
Phoenix), who is homosexual, frail, and
narcoleptic; and Scotty (Keanu Reeves),
whois the mayor of Portland’s son, andis
tough and ambitious. Michael’s
narcolepsy , the basis for much of the
humor of the story, causes him to fall
dead asleep when stressed. It typically
strikes at the least opportune moments (in
the middle of a tryst for money, or while
on the run), acting as a symbol for his
emotional frailty. “Idaho” follows Scotty
and Michael from Seattle to Portland to
the Potato State itself in a manic non
linear style as Michael looks for his
mother, who disappeared while he was
very young. While in Idaho, the two find

that she has moved to Rome, Italy, and
they follow her trail there. In Italy, Scotty
falls in love with a village girl and aban
dons the search. This serves to break
Michael’s heart in more ways than one:
he had been in love with Scotty, and his
mother is still nowhere to be found.
Phoenix, who prides himself on doing
unusual roles, is near-perfect as the wil
lowy Michael, a tortured soul who still
has a unique sense of humor. Reeves has
not been this good since the early days of
“River’s Edge” (also a great film) and
“Permanent Record.” He manages to
prove that he can play characters with
more depth than boneheaded teenagers
and surfer-FBI agents named Johnny Utah.
Van Sant’s style is very of tongue-incheek, and that subtlety makes the humor
that much more pointed. There are tender
moments that are handled slightly less
proficiently, but still maintain an integ
rity that only an independent filmmaker
can achieve. The symbolism; roads lead
ing to a vast nowhere, trout leaping vainly
upstream, deserted and decaying houses;
mirrors the emptiness of the character’s
lives as they indulge in sex for money,
stealing, and general decadent behavior
that would strike fear into the hearts of
moms everywhere.
“My Own Private Idaho” was presented
by the Florida Film Institute for their
winter season, which will include such
films as John Sayle’s “City of Hope” and
my favorite film of 1991, “BartonFink.”
Hopefully, one of the theater chains will
bring “Idaho” to Jacksonville again, as it
was a film I know I would enjoy even
more on second viewing.
As is the case with “Angel at My Table,”
Van Sant’s vision is not for everyone. It
deals with homosexuality, sexual perver
sion, prostitution, and drug use, and it
doesn’t paint the usual grim picture of
these activities that Hollywood pictures
do. If you belong to the Jesse Helms
school of art criticism (and God help you
if you do), you probably had better sit this
one out.
Have a nice day.

Final Analysis
by Taylor Elmore

Right now as write this, the great (in
more ways than one) Alfred Hitchcock is
rolling frantically in his double wide
grave.
The last film Phil Joanou directed was
“State of Grace,” which was seen by,
including me, about seven people on the
entire planet. It was a good film, but it
was so influenced by Martin Scorsese’s
early work (“Mean Streets,” etc.) that it
almost became little more than an expen
sive tribute. This is roughly the case with
“Final Analysis,” only now Joanou has
tackled the original thriller king himself.
Don’t get me wrong: I really did like the
film. It was everything a Hitchcock film
should be, except that it wasn’t directed
by Alfred Hitchcock. Richard Gere and
Kim Basinger even kind of look like
Jimmy Stewart and Kim Novak in “Ver
tigo,” provided you squint a little as you
look at the screen. (This is optional, of

Medicine Man
by Taylor Elmore
“Die Hard.” “Predator.” “The Hunt for
Red October.”
If you look closely at director John
McTieman’s previous work, you will
notice that he has a fascination with the
theme of “man vs. astronomical odds.”
You will probably also ascertain that he
usually concentrates on action-packed,
somewhat shallow entertainment.
And then there’s “Medicine Man.”
McTieman has broken his own mold for
his latest release, and has presented a
beautiful, powerful film about the intrin
sic value of human life. The theme is still
there; Sean Connery andLorraine Bracco
against the march of civilization; but the
execution is much more worthy of being
called art than any of his other ventures.
Connery plays Campbell, a scientist
who has been in the rainforest for six

years and has discovered the cure for
cancer. Thinking of taking up smoking
again? Don’t. He lost it again shortly
thereafter. Bracco plays Dr. Crane, or
“Bronx” as Campbell calls her (and if you
saw her in “Goodfellas” you’ll know
why), a biochemist with little field expe
rience who has come down to try and
figure out just exactly what he’s been
doing for six years with all the company’s
money. She learns of his little inconve
nience, and decides that it just might be
worth sticking around for a while in order
to help figure out what went wrong. They
find themselves in a race to rediscover the
vaccine before a road is built through the
village and it is lost forever.
“Medicine Man” doesn’t insult the
audience’s intelligence by beating them
over the head with its message the way so
many recent “concept” films do. You

don’t have to belong to the Mensa soci
ety to recognize the damage humans are
capable of doing to the planet, and,
therefore, themselves. The scenery it
self, which is stunning, shows us just
how valuable our resources are, particu
larly in the steadily-dwindling rainforest
areas.
Cinematographer
Dan
MacAlpine’s camerawork is breathtak
ing, but credit probably should partially
go to McTieman himself for this: he has
long been considered a master of cam
era technique, often at the expense of
concentration on acting and story.
It seems to be a long-standing Holly
wood tradition to release some of its
lamest garbage during the months of
January and February, and thus far, this
year has been no exception. “Medicine
Man” is a pleasant surprise during this
otherwise dry season.

course.)
Here’s the idea: Richard Gere plays Isaac
Barr, a successful psychiatrist treating a
beautiful young woman, Diana (Uma
Thurman, who I’ll address later), for her
almost-too-classically-Freudian dreams
and obsessions. Diana’s also-beautiful and
equally screwy sister (magnificent gene
pool here, folks, really), Heather (Kim
Basinger) winds up bedding down with
Isaac, and it looks like love. Trouble is,
Heather is married to a brutal, anal-reten
tive (of course) gangster who has, shall we
say, something of a jealous streak. This
fellow, played by Eric Roberts, abuses
Heather to the point that she finally kills
him after hitting the Nyquil a little too hard
one night.
That’s right, Nyquil. It seems Heather has
what is called “pathological intoxication,”
which causes Ij^r to totally lose control if
she so much as sips alcohol: sort of like
some of those people who hang out in
sports bars all the time. This rather ques
tionable term is at the heart of her defense
in court and With Gere’s help, she manages
to escape jail.
And for all practical purposes, that’s where
the movie begins in earnest. We suddenly
learn that Basinger may not be as sweet and
innocent as we thought, that Thurman may
have more serious mental problems than
passive-aggressive dreams, and that Gere
may be in a world of trouble. The film,
rather slow for the first hour or so, takes off
at this point, becoming a roller-coaster ride
of manipulation and pure, raw excitement.
It is a well-crafted film. It is a fun ride. But
it is so influenced by “Vertigo” and
“Marnie” that it verges on outright
plagarism. There is a fine wire between
paying respects to a master and ripping him
off, and “Final Analysis” stumbles a few
times as it carefully treads it.
By the way, Uma Thurman is one most
underrated and beautiful actresses in mo
tion pictures today. Her acting here is so
focused, so controlled, that it is hard to
believe she has been in so few films (“Dan
gerous Liasons,” “Henry and June”). Keep
an eye on her, as she undoubtedly has a
bright future.
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Naked Lunch
by Taylor Elmore
David Cronenberg, who has graced the screen with such oddities as
“The Fly,” “Videodrome,” and “Dead Ringers” now has tackled the
almost insurmountable task of translating William S. Burroughs’s beat
classic “Naked Lunch” to the screen. Somehow, he has pulled it off.
The movie out-weirds almost any I have ever seen, with the possible
exception of Luis Bunuel’s “Un Chien Andalou.” It follows the travels
of William Lee (Peter Weller), a New York exterminator in 1953, who
finds that his wife (Judy Davis) has been injecting his bug powder into
her breast. “It’s a Kafka high,” she tells him. “It makes you feel like a
bug.” Shortly thereafter, he is picked up by the police for possession of
the powder, and a gigantic (and I mean gigantic) cockroach with an
obscene, talking... orifice, I suppose is the most tasteful word... tells him
that his wife is really an agent from “Interzone,” and that he must kill her
at once. After hitting a little of the bug powder himself, he shoots her in
the head while playing William Tell with a drinking glass and a pistol.
From there, the plot becomes indescribable. Suffice it to say that Lee
meets such creatures as Mugwumps, who look sort of like Greedo did in
“Star Wars” except that they ooze addictive fluids from phallic protru
sions on their scalps, and Julian Sands, who is even creepier than the
Mugwumps. His typewriter becomes a huge beetle with a familiar
strange orifice for speaking (crew members called the creature “the
talking butt”), andit gives him instructions as to handle his “assignment.”
Wait a minute. What’s the point? The plot defies description, and it
really isn’t the key to the film anyway. The thing that makes this flick so
great is the undercurrent of creepy humor that emanates mostly from
Weller’s stoic handling of every weird thing that happens to him (and
believe me, some real weird things happen to him). Weller’s perfor
mance makes the film entertaining, and without this humor, it might
verge on just plain strange, which can get old after a while.
Cronenberg has turned the “unfilmable” into a great film by adding
elements of Burroughs’s life into the screenplay. It is as much the story
of the writing process as “Barton Fink” was, with the added twist of
constant and heavy hallucinogenic use to make things that much more
twisted. Burroughs really did shoot his wife while playing William Tell
in Mexico, after which he really did flee to Tangiers (which is a dead
ringer, no pun intended, for the fictional Interzone) to live in exile and
write “Naked Lunch.”
This film makes “Blue Velvet” look like a documentary. It is aweinspiringly stylish, beautifully acted, and filled with clever gags and
perversions ofpure film technique. If your life is just not strange enough,
“Naked Lunch” should fill the gap with weirdness to spare.

EVERYONE HAS MORE THAN ONE FACE
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Local bands make big noise
by Taylor Elmore
ticularly impressive was the Addams Familymeets-Pink Floyd grind of “I’m on TV” Bassist
When you walk into Club Carousel, the first
Eric Estes’s sleazy groove on this song was
thing you notice is that the place is BIG. Real
accentuated by Stelchek’s throaty guitar sound
big. The stage is big. The dance floor is big.
and vocalist Langdon Snell’s clean singing
All three of the bars are big. The sound system
style. Also notable was the obviously Hendrixis the biggest in Jacksonville, according to the
inspired “New Song,” which sported almost the
management. Big.
exact same rhythm as “Fire,” off “Are You
The second thing you realize is that the place
Experienced?”
is classy. From the full-size carousel horses
Rein Sanction’s sound is almost diametrically
that adorn the walls (of which I counted close
opposite of Painted Souls’, verging almost on
to a hundred) to the for-funzies blackjack
psychedelic metal. On the first song, Bassist Ian
table, this place is done to the hilt. The lighting
Chase broke a bass string,
system is incredible, the
which caused some tempo
subdued
day-glo
rary delay, but presently the
couches are as comfy as
jam was back in full force.
they are cool, and the
You have to wonder how
wait service is fast and
Maik Gentry gets some of
friendly. If the owners
the noises he tortures out of
were out to impress,
his Stratocaster. He has a
they have succeeded.
mostpowerful guitarsound:
This is the definition of
thick, fat, and resonating, it
“nightclub,” people,
is the aural focal point
one to rival the most
(which is sort of an oxymo
impressive you’ve seen.
ron, but you get the point) of
It’s a little bit of Las
Sanction’s music. The mu
Vegas, a smattering of
sic itself defies comparison,
New York, and a whole
but it borders on thrash with
hell of a lot of invest
-Taylor Elmore
ment capital.
Langdon Snell of The Painted Souls Brannon Gentry’s hell-bent
Dan Walters, drummer playing at the Club Carousel con drumming and Chase’s
thudding bass. It is reminis
for the Painted Souls,
cert on Feb. 5.
cent of Hendrix without
offhandedly describes
being derivative: energetic, dirty, and power
their music as REM goes surfing. Guitarist Joe
ful.
Stelchek takes it a step further, citing influ
Rein Sanction is on the Sub-pop label out of
ences such as Zamfir, Slim Whitman, and
Seattle, the same label that Nirvana is signed to.
Englebert Humperdinck.
The CD released last year, called “Broc’s
Not.
Cabin,” is almost as raw as their live perfor
“REM goes surfing?” Well, sorta... Songs
mances are. If you want to have some music to
like “Every Now and Then” had an aura of the
be angry to, it is definitely worth checking out.
old, pure days of REM (pre-Warner Broth
A word of caution, though: if you would actu
ers); jangly guitars, a tight rhythm section,
ally pay to see Whitney Houston, don’t bother
intelligent yet almost unintelligible lyrics; but
with it, as it probably won’t make much sense.
some of the best moments of the night lay in
It is all feeling and energy, with a minimum of
the heavier post-punk jams reminiscent of old
polish.. Some folks like it better that way.
13th Floor Elevators and Hoodoo Gurus. Par

An Angel at My Table
...HAVE
NO CHOICE

SOME
PEOPLE...

•
MATT
WAGNER
BATMAN®
LEGENDS OF THE DARK KNIGHT®
#28-30
First Chapter On Sale In February

Save 75 cents with this coupon at

469 Atlantic Blvd, Suite 8, Atlantic Beach, FL
246-0163

OPEN 7 days a week
coupon expires 3/20/92

by Taylor Elmore
First off, this movie is not for everyone. If you
think “Pretty Woman” was one of the best films
of the last ten years, do yourself a favor and stay
home. Then again, if you think “Pretty Woman”
was one of the best films of the last ten years, you
probably need to get out more; if you stay home,
you might wind up watching “Designing
Women” or something on TV, and that may even
be worse. Anyway, what I’m trying to say is that
“An Angel At My Table” is not a Hollywood
motion picture, which lends it much more cred
ibility as an artistic endeavor.
The film comes from New Zealand, home of
director Jane Campion, whose last film “Sweetie”
gained much positive critical attention in 1990.
This story is her latest venture, and it centers on
the life of Jane Frame, who was misdiagnosed as
being schizophrenic while still young and spent
eight years in an institution before literally
writing her way out.
“An Angel at My Table” is divided into three
sections, the first dealing with Frame’s early
life, the second with her time in the hospital, and
the final one with her travels to Europe and her
writing fame. The first two have a grim feel
throughout, as we watch the paralytically shy
Frame grow up as a tortured artist who only
wants to be accepted by her peers. At one point

she bums all of her writings in the hopes that she
can gain popularity with her young schoolmates.
As time wears on, her teeth rot along with her self
confidence, and she is placed into a mental hospital.
There she receives numerous shock treatments and
seems to give up all hope.
Just before she is to receive a lobotomy, she finds
that some of her earlier short stories have been
published. This leads to the final section of the
film, in which she travels to Europe on a literary
grant . This is the most optimistic and poignant
period of the movie, as Frame learns to enjoy the
life she has so long been terrified of.
There is an honest quality throughout this picture,
a sort of “slice-of-life” feeling that imitates the way
life feels in a way most movies fail to catch. The
more pleasant moments are intercut with the most
painful ones, so that the two blend together in a way
that most people deal with every day.
I suppose that very realism is what most people go
to movies to escape. That would explain the popu
larity of the vacant, silly fantasies that indeed often
become the most popular films with the general
public. But there is another school of thought that
feels that art should imitate life, and “An Angel at
My Table’s” makers evidently graduated from it.
Yes, it is long. Yes, it is slow at points. Yes,
sometimes it is hard to pay attention to.
But that’s life.
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Pinko Commie Fascist Treehouses?
by Stacey M. Potts

When I answered my door this
Saturday morning, my last expectation
was to see an area legislator, begging to
represent my concerns. Just when I was
about to be impressed and shocked to the
point of coronary arrest at a public
official's concern for his constituents, I
was saved by the fact that the concern
involved nothing remotely important or
relevant to life as we know it in South
west Chad, or anywhere else for that
matter.
No, he wasn’t eager to know my
concerns regarding drainage, the lovely
northside odor, the pretentious bitching
of the School Board, the bridges falling
down. Rather, he enlightened me regard
ing the fact that some of my neighbors
have complained about a treehouse in
one of the yards in my area, and would I
like to complain too?

Weil, can’t I just sleep infinitely
better tonight, knowing that my up-forre-election city-councilperson is on the
job, pounding the pavement to get rid of
conununist tree-houses! I’m duly con
cerned with the bridges falling down.
I’m worried about the state of the city’s
economy. I’m highly frustrated that the
people mover can only move people a
whopping two feet. However, all of these
concerns pale drastsicly in comparison
to a pinko commie fascist treehouse in
my neighborhood!
Imagine if we were to let this trav
esty continue. Within mere eons the area
could be virtually plagued with tree
houses, and all for what purpose? Be
cause a Dad was cool enough to not send
his kid to z when he became
difficult, but built him something to play
with instead! Angels and ministers of
mercy defend us from a family with a
clue.

Credit cards- a good way to pay tuition?
by Stephani Jones
FCCJ, it seems, is quite fond of credit cards. Not
only can you pay for your tuition and books with
your credit card, but they make it very convenient
for you to do so. I have always found it very
interesting that they always accept my mother's
credit card from me- no ID, no nothing. I realize that
my last name isn't terribly common (Jones is becom
ing a little less so; it may be all the way down to, say,
tenth on the list of the nation's most popular last
names), but it isn't Mielnokowski either, and how do
they know she's my mother? Credit card fraud is on
the rise. I suppose that I would be pretty easy to find
if the charge were a fraud, but really!
The point is that credit cards are more and more the
preferred method of payment for tuition, and well
they should be. They eliminate the need for the
cashier's office to keep a lot of cash around, they
don't bounce, and they allow students to finance
their tuition by only paying a little of it every month
if they want. I would think, then, that FCCJ would
have worked out a good system for handling credits
when they become necessary.
I registered for my classes on December 13. On

December 17. I dropped them again. On December
20,I got a letter in the mail that said my credit card
would be credited, and I proceeded to not worry
about it. Good customer service personnel have
conditioned me to believe big organizations when
they say that my credit is on its way.
In the middle of January, my bill came in. With the
charge from FCCJ still on it. Maybe this should have
worried me, but it didn't.
"They probably just ended the billingcycle between
the charge and the credit," I rationalized, still confi
dent in the FCCJ system. "The credit will show up
on my next bill, and since it's only a few days
difference. Visa won't charge me interest."
"OK," but shouldn't I call and make sure they have
done it? Nah. I got a letter in the mail that said they
were doing it. I'm sure it'll be on my next statement.
This month's bill didn't find me quite as compla
cent . There was this thought about hellatious interest
rates and how I could have paid off the balance if I
hadn't thought it would be credited days after it was
charged. I was also charged a delinquent payment
fee since I haven't paid the bill.. To date I've paid the
$15 late fee and $30 in interest, all so that I could be

Letter to the Editor
Dear Editor,
I thoroughly enjoyed and support your
article outlining the dangers of smoking
that appeared in the Independent Per
spective on Jan. 21. As you suggested,
the real damage is done not to the current
smoker, as they’ve already made the
choice and must live with the conse
quences, but to the unsuspecting youth of
our country. Ads promoting the terrific
and alluring lifestyle of the smoker are
insidious, yet accepted invitations to
death. The real question is: How in the
world is this allowed to continue? No
resource is more important than the young
people of this country, yet the powers that

be, who spend much time regulating things
like our moral activities, find little time to
safeguard the lives of our children from
the incessant advertising attraction to a
known killer. I’m encouraged by the
legislation that was mentioned in your
extrememly well written piece, yet I feel
we most go a whole lot futher. Cigarette
smoking kills people, that’s the bottom
line, and it’s about time we stopped tol
erating the promotion of such a deadly
substance under the guise of firn and
fellowship.
-Thomas J. Brannon

Independent

registered in some classes for three days.
It was time to call the school. Maybe I had fallen
through the cracks.
Nope. After being transferred four times, I got
someone who sounded like she really had not had
her coffee yet. "Yes, the credit was done this week,"
she said as though this was normal practice and
should be perfectly acceptable. This was about a
week ago now. She did not seem concerned that I
was out $45 already and would be out $45 more if the
school missed the next billing period. She did not
seem to care that that $90 is a three credit class paid
for in the semester that I am taking off. Does this
seem OK to you?
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Jacksonville University's 'Firebird' soars
by Taylor Elmore
JU’s dance department has an excellent
reputation. Their student choreography
show last year showcased real, profound
talent, particularly in the works of seniors
April McGehee and Erik Kegler.
The reputation was proved deserved once
again Saturday with the dance theater class
presentation of Stravinsky’s “The Firebird.”
Faculty members Betty Swenson and
Angelus Hollis arranged the original Michel
Fokine choreography for the Swisher
auditorium’s small stage. There seemed to
be a lot going on in the confined area, but
the dancers handled the situation gracefully
and professionally.
The story behind the 40-minute presenta

tion centered around Prince Ivan (Erik
Kegler) capturing the enigmatic Firebird
(Cynthia Calija), who persuades him to let
her go by giving him one of her feathers and
telling him that if he is ever in danger, to
wave the feather and draw on her power.
Ivan then falls in love with the beautiful
Czarina (Jennifer Barrett) as strongly as
she falls for him. Their courting is inter
rupted by the wicked Kastchei (Craig
Belton) and his minions, who do their best
to put a damper on Ivan’s lucky day. He
pulls the red feather and draws the Firebird
back to the fray, and is led to the King’s
soul, stored within a huge egg in a crate
nearby. He shatters the egg, killing Kastchei
and allowing Ivan to marry his love in the

ending ceremony.
The plot isn’t exactly complex, but it’s
dance, not an Agatha Christie novel. The
emphasis is on movement and interpreta
tion, and both were right on target both
Friday and Saturday nights. Kegler has long
been one of the stars of JU’s dance depart
ment, and if his performance in “Firebird”
is any indication, it’s not hard to figure out
why. Barrett was as graceful as she was
beautiful, as were her court of princesses.
Kastchei, the evil magician and his demonaic
spirits provided an appropriately dark at
mosphere to the performance, and Calija’s
interpretation of the Firebird in flight was
poetry in motion.
There were a few problems, none of which

stemmed from the dancers’ performances.
The dynamic Stravinsky score lost some of
its power due to lack of pure volume; and, as
usual, the temperature in the auditorium was
agonizingly warm. When the lights came
up, the audience en masse was a beehive of
swishing fans (pardon the lame pun), and
there was more sweat per capita amongst the
crowd than on the dancers themselves. 1
know, it seems a petty complaint, but I was
starting to see mirages in there.
The production was excellent, with addi
tional kudos going to Johnny Pettegrew for
his minimalistic and subtle lighting and
stage design and the costuming by Angelus
Hollis, with assistance by Calija, Kegler,
Mary Lisa Carlson and April Mcgehee.

Since college students move so much, here's the painless way
by Allison Hunt
Next to the military, college students have to be the most
mobile people. Those who have moved a lot in the past
know the secrets to successful moving.
As soon as possible, give a thirty days notice to the
landlord or the property manager. At that time, they should
inform you of all the details of ending your lease agreement.
Don’t wait to the last minute to start packing. A month
might sound like a long time but in reality it’s only four short
weeks. Take time to sort through all old clothing and books
and such. Throw away everything that’s broken or can’t be

used again. Put all clothing.books, kitchen wares, towels and
such that you don’t want any longer in bags and take to
Goodwill or the Salvation Army. If you have the time and
space, you could have agarage sale.
Start collecting boxer and newspapers at least three weeks
before the move. Pickup boxes from grocery stores, liquor
stores, and restaurants.
Pack books and framed pictures first. Not only does this
expediate the move, but it isan incentive to leave. Bare walls
aren’t inviting. Pack all booksfrom shelves in paper grocery
bags. Paperbacks fit perfectly Pack clothes in suitcases and

Crossword Puzzle
Across
1. Word before mouse or bar
4. Dad
8. Serf
11. zest, zeal
14. British title
16.____ the psychic girl;

Japanese comic
17. one kind is liberal
18. buy's partner
19. once more
21. coarse, base
22. European country
23. certain science(s)
25. type of strength

garment bags. Pack towels and sheets in plastic garbage
bags with dryer sheets. It keeps the towels and sheets
fresh.
Always write on the box what’s inside and where it
goes. It saves time when unloading. The boxes from the
liquor store that hold buttles are perfect for wrapping up
glassware and packing them in.
Leave your apartment cleaner than when you moved
in to get your security deposit back. Don’t forget to turn
in your change of address at least a week before you
actually move .

by Amy Morie
28. property, of old
29. “The walls have___ ”
31. on, by
33. kind of sword
36. blemishes
38. city train
39. Alice Kramden’s destination?
41. wail

42. consume
43. plead
45. planters
46. Semitic peoples
48. book part
49. word with machine or
cooking
50. short poems
53. sallies
57. “Just the___
60. farmer's need?
61. common verb ending
62. immediately
63. part of a face
64. “The___ crowd’’
65. margins
67. denizen of inner Earth
69. Godly M.D.? (abbr)
70. shut’s partner
71. tear asunder
73. hurrying (2 words)
76. bird perch?
79. more adept
80. musical drama
81. divulges
83. school official
84. word with water or snow
85. fell to
87. meaningful
88. chemical prefix
89. 4-eyed prefix
90. sportsteam or opera house
91. black, white or red follower

Down
1. 4 o’clock fare
2. Othello charachter
3. fragment, trifle
5. I_ what I am
6. covenant
7. demeanors
8. over, done 9. Gaelic
10 extra work (abbr.)

11. tolls
12. feminine suffix
13. bend fold
15. tree growths
18. agitate (2 words)
20. pea or cdco follower
22. “___ three ships...”
24. passion, of old
26. admirous words (slang)
27. light source
30. joy
32. also
34. miners find
35. robots, of a type
36. touching
37. rule
38. bird baby?
40. this, that, and the ___
44. Indian prince
47. dye brand
50. Norse god
51. clamor
52. one of the saints
53. notices
54.___ too many
55. A long long long long long
time
56. took an oath
57. some handkerchiefs are this
58. word before day or night
59. purposes
66. sweetie
68. become acquainted
70. decorative patch
72. certain pineapples
73. wild goat
74. hit, in a way
75. narrative poem
76. trolley
77. word after birth, death, or
crime
78. beg, in old England
79. fuss
82. baths, in a way
84. Central Am. lang, (abbr.)
86. alien (abbr.)
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Key West is a great spot for spring break
Key West before making the eightby Taylor Elmore
to-ten-hour trip there in a hot car the
Okay, let’s face it: this town can be
size of a sewing machine with seven
pretty lame. Sure, there are a few
other maniacs.
decent clubs to hit, and quarter-beer
First: There are three states of exist
nights definitely have something to be
ence in Key West during spring break;
said for them (though I’m not sure
a.) Just about to party, b.) partying,
exactly what it is), but beyond that,
and c.) so hungover you can hear the
what is there? Downtown on any
plants outside photosynthesizing.
given night here is as dead as Elvis,
and by 1:30 a.m., this entire city is . Second: If any stranger staggers up
to you and asks if you know how to
asleep. And, I mean, how many more
do
the “Duval Crawl,” run. Fast. See,
times can you go to the Landing, you
that’s an invitation to go bar-hopping
know?
along the myriad clubs on Duval
You might think that things would
Street. The last person left standing
pick up around spring break time, but
at the last club is the winner. Unfor
you’d be wrong. Jacksonville is but a
tunately for the winner, his prize
bathroom break, a Wendy’s run, a
package usually includes ten or
five-minute roadside leg stretch along
twelve hours of making real close
the road to such fascinating cultural
friends with the hotel commode. This
melting pots as Daytona Beach and
is an activity probably best left to the
Miami. This is because everybody
locals, who are used to it.
knows Jacksonville can be an incred
Third: There are several very inter
ibly boring place. People in New
esting topless beaches in Key West,
England know it. People in Canada
and the possibilities for sociological
know it. There are small colonies of
experimentation on this issue abound.
vaguely humanoid creatures on the far
Fourth: The “Southernmost Point”
side of Mars who know it, and are too
isn’t. Any idiot can see that the real
scared to stop on the way to Daytona
southernmost point is about forty
for fear that Jacksonville residents,
yards away, behind a fence on Navy
vacantly smiling, will try and trap
property.
them on Florida’s First Coast in The
Fifth: Check out the local newspa
Bold New City of the South, which is
per “The Mangrove Mud.” It is
really The World’s Biggest Strip Mall.
probably the strangest reading you
But enough Jax-bashing. It can’t be
can find outside of a Kafka novel,
fair to pick on such an easy target. The
and its editors are proud of it.
point of all this is that escape, even
Sixth: The place to be during the day
temporary, is essential to survival.
is Smathers Beach. The place to be at
Without it, you’ll wind up acting like
night is Duval Street. Period.
Marcia Ladendorff, and if I let that
Seventh: The laws of physics still
happen to anybody without at least
apply in Key West. When you are on
offering a alternative, I shudder to
the beach, remember that you are a
think of how my conscience will tor
hell of a lot closer to the equator than
ture me.
you were in Jacksonville, because if
“But,” you say, in a whiny tone that
you don’t, your skin certainly will.
you used to use on your mother when
You’ll wind up looking like you va
whe asked you to clean your room,
cationed in a wok.
“we’ve been to Daytona, we’ve been
Eighth: Seriously; I have seen gun
to Miami. It’s the same story in both
battles
erupt on US1 south of Key
places, only with meaner cops!” Well
Largo
over
who cut off whom in
get your shoes and socks on, people,
traffic.
Remember
where you are;
and let’s take a trip a little farther
the
road
through
the
Keys is still a
south, shall we?
major
drug
smuggling
thoroughfare,
I had the dubious pleasure of living in
and
these
guys
don
’
t
play around.
Key West for the last year and a half.
Don
’
t
do
stupid
things
like
introduc
I say dubious because, on an island
ing your middle finger to seemingly
two miles-by-four miles in size, closer
uncourteous drivers unless you are
to Cuba than to Miami, one tends to
absolutely sure they are not packing
run out of diversions after six months
an Uzi. Trust me, it ain’t worth it.
or so, and winds up seeking entertain
Ninth: You don’t have to feed the
ment in less traditional ways, like
parking meters on Saturday and Sun
trying to swim to Havana after one too
day, no matter what anyone tells you.
many frozen Margaritas. But for spring
Conchs (native Key Westers) have a
break week, it can be one of the wild
strange sense of humor, and to be
est, craziest, strangest, and most
quite frank, they HATE tourists. They
dangerous places on this planet. It is
will try and screw you up on your
an experience not for the faint of
visit in any way possible. Don’t be a
heart. Believe me; I know. Spring
sucker.
break season in Key West lasts for
Tenth: Above all, as decadent and
close to two terrifying months, with a
insane as Key West is, people live
new batch of eighteen-tothere. Treat it with respect, because
twentysomething lunatics each week.
long after you are stuck behind some
Here are ten things to remember about

Winnebago from Wisconsin on the long ride
home, they have to wake up to the mess you
leave. As I said before, most locals are not
even remotely fond of college-age tourists,
and jail is jail no matter what type of paradise
it’s located within. Be considerate. When you
rent scooters (and you will), drive like you
have an atom of sense in your head. It’s no use
ignoring the facts; people do drive drunk in
Key West, and by my count seven people were
killed on scooters during the season that I
lived through down there. There’s no helmet
law for scooters, and the combination of
pavement at thirty-five miles an hour and your
head makes for rather unpleasant hospital
bills. Also, if you are under the legal age to
drink, forget it. You’d have a better chance
getting served at a policemen’s banquet then
you do on the island, and if you get caught
with a fake I.D., you get stuck cleaning up the
mess everybody else makes in the public
parks for five days. I’ve heard that can be kind
of a drag, but if you’re feeling masochistic;
well, each is in charge of his or her own

destiny, y’know what I mean?
There. A tour guide in a thousand words.
What else do you need to know? It’s not like
there aren’t over a million tourist traps to
spend your money on once you get there, so
I won’t even bother to warn you not to
bother; it’s all part of the experience. And
while you’re there, hit the Environmental
Circus (a sort of weird rasta shop where you
can get... well, just about anything you can’t
get here), the Greenpeace Store, that cool
bird shop on Simonton Street, Sloppy Joe’s
bar (where Hemingway hung out), Bogart’s
bar (especially if you’re Irish), the Sunset
Celebration (the Earthling equivalent to the
Cantina bar from “Star Wars”), and, of
course, Florida Keys Community College.
By the way, if you do hit the college, which
makes FCCJ’s Grand Boulevard Campus
look like Harvard, tell Mitch Grabois in the
counseling office that Taylor Elmore really
is going to pay him back the five bucks he
owes him for that school parking violation.
Really.
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